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About This Game

After the battle is over, someone has to cleanup the mess! Introducing Viscera Cleanup Detail: Shadow Warrior from
RuneStorm, a unique crossover mini-game that combines the worlds of Viscera Cleanup Detail and Shadow Warrior. Step into

the rubber soled shoes of the hapless janitor tasked with cleaning up Lo Wang's mess after a devastating katana battle in the
collector's temple from Shadow Warrior. Mop up pools of blood, dispose of body parts, and get the collector's gallery of

antiques in tip top shape as quick as possible! Successfully clean the entire temple and collect all the scattered cash to unlock
two Steam achievements!

Viscera Cleanup Detail: Shadow Warrior is free with purchase of Shadow Warrior.
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Title: Viscera Cleanup Detail: Shadow Warrior
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
RuneStorm
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2013

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / Vista / XP SP3

Processor: 2.4GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Shader Model 3.0 Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT or AMD Radeon HD 3870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Given that this game is included with a purchase of Shadow Warrior, there is little reason not to try it, unless you have already
played one of the other Viscera Cleanup Detail titles and found them to be uninspiring.

I too had my doubts when first launching this, as cleaning in real life is tedious and something I make a fair amount of effort to
avoid - save when absolutely necessary. In this game though, it is ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY: blood, body parts, random
items like bullet shells and katanas lying around; the list goes on. You are the cleanup crew sent in to deal with the aftermath of
Lo Wang's rampage (hence "Shadow Warrior" in the title) and your mission is to cleanse the temple, top to bottom.

There is something oddly zen-like about cleaning a temple and restoring it to its previous, shining state. You will look for the
most optimal routes to clean, and curse yourself when you accidentally knock over a bucket of bloody water or track bloody
footprints over freshly cleaned tiles (it will happen a few times; don't kid yourself). The aftermath is also satisfying, and pride
can be taken in a job well done.

If only the real thing was as enjoyable... recommended for those looking for something new to try.

Played on Windows 10 Pro x64 without any issues.. Given that this game is included with a purchase of Shadow Warrior, there
is little reason not to try it, unless you have already played one of the other Viscera Cleanup Detail titles and found them to be
uninspiring.

I too had my doubts when first launching this, as cleaning in real life is tedious and something I make a fair amount of effort to
avoid - save when absolutely necessary. In this game though, it is ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY: blood, body parts, random
items like bullet shells and katanas lying around; the list goes on. You are the cleanup crew sent in to deal with the aftermath of
Lo Wang's rampage (hence "Shadow Warrior" in the title) and your mission is to cleanse the temple, top to bottom.

There is something oddly zen-like about cleaning a temple and restoring it to its previous, shining state. You will look for the
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most optimal routes to clean, and curse yourself when you accidentally knock over a bucket of bloody water or track bloody
footprints over freshly cleaned tiles (it will happen a few times; don't kid yourself). The aftermath is also satisfying, and pride
can be taken in a job well done.

If only the real thing was as enjoyable... recommended for those looking for something new to try.

Played on Windows 10 Pro x64 without any issues.
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Upgrade to 1.1.6:
New exciting upgrades:

Now fully compatible with Steam's Big Picture

Faster game-play overall

Some performance and graphic upgrades

Retro Mode enabled (fix)

Extra credits (to play more)

Small multi player difficulty game-play balance fixes

Some typos corrected

Better tutorials

Small navigation fixes

Retro Mode. Update to 1.1.0:
Very nice upgrade indeed.

- Translated to JAPANESE!

- Better game performance, older computers can play this game better.

- Retro Mode added. Reach level 51 and you should find it in options from the main menu.

- Benchmark improved but, we are aware that going through the benchmark more than once it will return worst scores.

- Better particles system and graphics: It all looks tidier: now instead of lines we have smoke and fire coming out the vortex.
We can display even more particles at lower processing cost.

- Added: Warning to Asteroids field.

- Gamepad rebinder fix.

- Some other small fixes. World Championship Series has started!:

World Championship series has started.. New DISCORD channel!:
Since we receive twitter messages that remain private some of those we would love to make them public in a general chat, so we
just created a DISCORD kaleidogames server .
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- You will be able to talk directly with us.
- Give us instant feedback.
- Learn about our new games, patches, secretes and easter eggs. :)
- Sometimes we have give aways too. :)
- Also you could earn access to our latest alphas or betas. Get access before anyone else!
- And.... if you are a streamer, you might have access to the games before everyone else.

Join our server now!. Final patch to 1.2:
We have fixed the latest small problems which include:

- Space-worms that appear in the lower part of the screen are a bit easier to handle now.
- Ships balance.
- Blaxar, has been changed to shot more times, and more powerful but less spread.
- Ships health bug: after collecting a level-up, ship's health was not being upgraded.

1.2 is possibly the latest update. We might update more but we don't think it's worth changing anything else.

Yep that's right, no more updates, the game is near the perfection we wanted. It's fair, fun and very (re) playable.
If there is a massive volume of new users we might update things to add more secrets or achievements to unlock.

So...
ENJOY the game and see you at the hi-scores and the arcades.

Note: We will keep fixing bugs if you find any.. Patch 1.3.4:
After over a year without patches, here is what needed to be done.

FIXES:. Awesome patch 1.3:
Kaleidogames brings you the latest and best Vortex Attack update. Get ready to enhance your game to 1.3.
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This patch makes the game future proof, so it might be the last one.

Ships balance changes:. 1.3.6:
After over a year without patches, the game was fine as it was but there was room to change a couple of things.

FIXES/ IMPROVEMENTS. In Dungeon Vortex Attack: ボルテックスアタック 2018 is ending. Can you make it to the Top 15?:

Best shooters 2018 , last 10 days!. Patch 1.2.2:
Hey we did it again. We realized that online scores system would only work for 2015 so we were forced to update the game
once again...

So we used it as an excuse to improve a few things. Yay! 

We added button tags. We were very surprised that not many people played the FREE TOURNAMENTS. Which is
strange we as have very cool prizes and very enjoyable game modes. Maybe people didn't know about them as it didn't say
anywhere the word "TOURNAMENT".

Gameplay: Sectors 2,3, 4 and 5 are more interesting to play. Before they used to be, for some players, stages that they
had to go through to get to the real fun game, for expert players they weren't much of a challenge.

 We also made some small tweaks in the power-ups system .

 We updated some vortices' graphics and some really tiny tweaks in player ships.

  RETRO MODE: It has been made more accessible and authentic.
We added the retro mode button in the main menu. Previously it was hidden in options.

Note about this mode:
"Retro mode" in Vortex Attack changes the textures, transitions between stages, removes all modern hints and changes other
effects.
It changes the feeling of the game but, in reality, the game-play remains the same as the non-retro. So you can play and score for
hi-scores or tournaments.

 Beware! We will find a bug somewhere and we will end up upgrading again. Until then.... have happy blasting away all
those minions and scoring high! 
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